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Abstract
Akey challenge in complex design problems that permeate science and engineering is the need to
balance design objectives for specific design elements or subsystemswith global systemobjectives.
Global objectives give rise to competing design pressures, whose effects can be difficult to trace in
subsystemdesign.Here, using examples from arrangement problems, we show that the systems-level
application of statistical physics principles, whichwe term ‘systems physics’, provides a detailed
characterization of subsystemdesign in terms of the concepts of stress and strain frommaterials
physics.We analyze instances of routing problems in naval architectures, and show that systems
physics provides a directmeans of classifying architecture types, and quantifying trade-offs between
subsystem- and overall performance. Our approach generalizes straightforwardly to design problems
in awide range of other disciplines that require concrete understanding of how the pressure tomeet
overall design objectives drives the outcomes for component subsystems.

1. Introduction

Designing products with an emergent, overall function that ismore than the sumof their parts is a crucial
challenge in science and engineering [1].Meeting this challenge is complicated by the fact that, formany
complex products, [2–6] different subsystems employ diverse technologies and are designed using a variety of
methodologies.Moreover,meeting the overall design goal for a specific product is seldom achieved by optimal
performance for every individual subsystem [7]. The need to design subsystems that achieve target performance
and contribute to overall systemoutcomes is becomingmore pressing [8, 9]. The increased pressure arises
because engineered products in awide variety of industries now incorporate several distinct, but interconnected
types of functionality [8]. As a result, formanymodern engineered productsmore economic value is added in
designing a product than inmanufacturing it [9].Making designmore effective requires the ability to
understand and quantify how the design of a subsystem is affected by overall design objectives, and how
deviations fromoptimal performance are affected by interactionwith other subsystems.

Here, we use techniques from information theory and statisticalmechanics to show that subsystem
performance and interactions can be cast in terms of ‘stress’ and ‘strain’ frommaterials physics.We illustrate this
behavior in design problems that can be cast as arrangement problems. Arrangement problems arise in design in
awide range of disciplines, including at several scales in electronics, [10] as well as in distribution logistics [11]
and facility layout [12]. Here, we focus on arrangement problems that arise in naval architecture [13, 14]. Naval
architecture, specifically that of warships or othermulti-use vessels, provides an ideal case for understanding the
role of subsystembehavior in complex engineering design. Ships incorporate several competing design
pressures, [5, 15] they require design specifications at several levels of detail, [16] and costs frequently prevent
prototype production [17]. Additionally, ship design has a need for design freedom, i.e. it requires the
consideration of nearly-redundant designs of comparable ‘cost’ of the overall design objective. This type of
design cannot be done via approaches that focus onfinding individual designs, e.g. simulated annealing [18],
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that do not capture entropic drives in design.We show that situating design problems in amore generic
statistical physics framework facilitates the computation of local ‘design stress’ that arises in subsystems from
different competing global ‘design pressures’ (see figure 1 for illustration).We demonstrate how global design
pressures from the remainder of a system induce sub-optimal subsystemperformance, whichwe quantify
through Pareto frontiers computed using effective, or Landau, [19] free energies. The design stress is the
marginal cost ofmoving one of the system elements in design space that results from all other element
interactions. Similarly, spring tension is themarginal energy cost of an infinitesimal change in length (regardless
of the intrinsic nature and linearity of the spring).

Our approach draws onwork on effective interactions in softmatter systemswithout a clear separation of
scales [20–22] and on statisticalmechanics based approaches formaterials design, [23–25]whichwe apply here
at the level of systems. Using this ‘systems physics’ approach, we compute free energies for sample systems and
showhow the effects of competition between design pressures drive subsystemdesigns into distinct classes.We
also use the samemethod to show that it is possible to determine likely arrangements of functional units, and
routings between them, independently. Our approach gives new concrete, quantitative understanding of how
competing design pressures affect subsystemdesign in complex naval systems. Our approach can be
straightforwardly generalized to other classes of design problems involving complex couplings between
interconnected systems.

2. Systems physics framework

We seek a framework for studying tradeoffs in design problems. To do so, we begin from the fact thatmany
classes of design problems can be cast in the formof a network of functional components [13, 26]. Different
candidate design realizations arise fromdifferent intrinsic properties of the functional units, the topology of the
network of functional connections and, possibly, the spatial embedding of the functional network. Formany
real-world design problems this results in a combinatorially large space of feasible design solutions [26–28]. The
structure of design space determines the formof tradeoffs between design considerations.

To study how the structure of design space encodes tradeoffs, we consider a combinatorially large set of
feasible designs ({σ}) and a set of design objectives ( i{ }). A powerful approach to the design of complex
engineering systems, known as Set-BasedDesign, [2–5] involves finding candidate sets of feasible designs, as
opposed to focusing on a singular optimal design [7]. Different design objectives select different corners of the
full design space into the candidate set. Given the full design space and a set of specified average outcomes for the
design objectives ( iá ñ{ }), an important task is to determine the probability (pσ) that a given designσwould be
selected for inclusion in the set of candidate designs.

To construct a set of candidate designs with average outcomes iá ñ{ } for the design objectives, information
theory [29, 30] indicates that the least-biased estimate of pσ is given bymaximizing the functional

Figure 1. Schematic of the relationship between global design pressure and local design stress in a generic design problem. A complex
system (whole network) is divided into three subsystems (represented by green, red, and blue nodes). Design pressure is represented
by the inward pointing grey arrows and applies to all parts of the system. Locally, the global design pressuremanifests itself as design
stress, here between two blue nodes. If design parameters are e.g. the spatial locations of the nodes, then after taking into account the
interactions among all other elements, the design stress expresses themarginal cost of incrementally changing the relative position of
the two nodes. Figures 4, 6 demonstrate the design stress patterns for the specific system studied in the paper.
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with respect to pσ, whereλi are Lagrangemultipliers enforcing the constraint on candidate designs. Carrying out
themaximization gives
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where  is a normalization constant. In principle, further algebraicmanipulation could determine theλi and
yield a precise form for pσ. That formof pσwould answer the question ofwhat designs are likely to be selected.
Why certain design classes are likely to be selected, however, presents an equally important question. Answering
this question is important in untangling the dependence of specific design solutions on overall design priorities.
To answer the ‘why?’ question, we note that pσ has the formof Boltzmannweight in statistical physics. Using the
statistical physics approach takes us from equation (2) to the so-called partition function

e , 3i
i i
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inwhich eachλi quantifies the ‘design pressure’ ofmeeting corresponding design objective i . By specifying
how the variable design pressure affects the determination of candidate designs, the partition function provides a
means to determinewhy candidate designs are candidates. To concretely demonstrate the power of this
approach for general design problems, we use a specific problem fromnaval architecture.However, this
approach generalizes straightforwardly to other problem classes by appropriate selection of candidate designs
(σ) and design objectives ( i ).

3. Arrangement problemmodel

Weconsider the spatial embedding of a subsystemof the overall functional network that contains only two units
and a single functional connection. In both cases we choose a subsystem at random among two possible cases
that differ bywhether the embedding of the remainder of the functional network localizes the subsystem in a
homogeneous space (Case 1), or a space that is structured by the remaining ship design (Case 2). See figure 2 for
an illustration.We showbelow that Case 1 exhibits behavior that results from trade-offs between considerations
of cost and design freedom, andCase 2 exhibits behavior that results from trade-offs between considerations of
cost, design freedom, and performance.

For Case 1we introduce a single explicit design objective 1 together with the corresponding design pressure
λ1, rigorously defined below. For Case 2, we additionally introduce a second design objective and pressure pair

,2 2 l that acts concurrently with the first. The design pressure for so-called ‘design freedom’ is not put in by
hand but rather emerges organically from careful consideration of redundancy of similar design solutions
through the Landau free energy technique. It is important to note that we are not trying tofind specific preferred
or optimal values for design pressuresλ1,λ2. Instead, we are interested in exploring awide range for both of
them and detecting the statistical,macroscopic changes in the ensemble of solutions. Twomain techniques are
used for this exploration: computing the ensemble-wide statistical averages á ñand computing the Landau free
energy landscapes F(S) tofind the preferred values of somemesoscopic design feature S.

In both cases, themonetary cost expended on routing a connection between units (E) is given by the
‘Manhattan’ distance (the sumof horizontal and vertical steps) of aminimal path between the units at some cost
per unit lengthC. The objective for units separated by some relativeΔx andΔy is

E C x y , 41 º = D + D( ) ( )

andwe quantify the design pressure for cost through T11l º whereT is interpreted as a ‘cost tolerance’. Low
cost tolerancemeans that the design pressure tominimize costs is strong, which should lead to a preference for
low cost designs. Increasing cost toleranceweakens the design pressure tominimize costs. Note that the limit of
T  ¥ represents complete indifference to cost as a design decision factor, rather than a preference for high
cost. In statistical physics terms,E plays the role of energy,T plays the role of temperature. In addition, distinct
routings and overall displacements of the units contribute entropy, ameasure of the design freedom to realize
distinct designs atfixed cost.We theoretically predict the critical cost tolerance T C ln 2crit = that separates the
cost-dominated and design freedom-dominated regimes (see supplementarymaterial stacks.iop.org/NJP/20/
103038/mmedia forTcrit computation).

In addition, Case 2models the performance penalty associatedwith routing functional connections through
the bulkhead.We do sowith the objective

B, 52 º ( )

which takes the value 1 if a routing penetrates the bulkhead and 0 if it does not.We represent the penalty for
bulkhead penetration by 2l gº .
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In both cases we use statistical physics to extract design information. Constitutive relations or ‘equations of
state’, evaluated via the expression
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quantify howoutcomes for design objectives are determined by design pressure. In the specific case we consider
here,fixing the design pressures throughT and γ yields expected outcomes for Eá ñand Bá ñ, which indicate
expected costs and likelihood of bulkhead penetration, respectively. Likewise, the sensitivity of a design outcome
to changes in design pressure is described by a ‘susceptibility’ that can be evaluated by further differentiation.
Themagnitude of susceptibility is directly related to themagnitude offluctuations about the average design
objective (supplementarymaterial available online at formore information).We also evaluate the likely design
outcomes for specific design features Sj
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1
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Finally, effective, or Landau, free energies F for different system elements (e.g. unit locations, routing locations)
can be computed as

S Se e , 8F S
j j

j i
i i

å d sµ -
å

s
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( ( ) ) ( )( ) ( )

and represent the change in the overall design objective resulting from the competition between the design
pressures. Note that, because of the summation in equation (8), each value of a design feature Sj corresponds to a
bundle of detailed design solutionsσ rather than a specific one [19].Minimal free energy corresponds to the
value of design feature S of the ‘optimal’ design bundle, whereas free energy isosurfaces represent non-optimal
Pareto frontiers. Differentiating the free energy ( F- ) yields a ‘design stress’, which quantifies howoverall,

Figure 2. Illustration of themodel for arrangement problems. The functional network (a) is embedded into an inhomogeneous space
(b), here a ship hull. Spatial embeddings (c)–(d) require routings between connections, with two generic cases. Case 1 (c), routings that
are not affected by features of the embedding space, is described in figures 2 and 3. Case 2 (d), routings that are affected by features of
the embedding space, here bulkheads, is described infigures 4–6.
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global design pressure is distributed locally among design elements in the subsystem. Similarly, ‘design strain’ in
a subsystem expresses the displacement of subsystemunits or routings fromoptimality due to stress between
subsystem andwhole systemdesign pressure.We use ‘displacement’ to denote any deviation from the subsystem
free energyminimum in the space of design feature S. For the case considered here, the design criterion itself is
the spatial location (x, y) of one of the functional units, thus displacement has the usual spatialmeaning as well.
Details of analytic and numerical computations that yield these quantities for ourmodel systems are described in
the supplementarymaterial.

4. Results

Weconsider the spatial embedding of a subsystemof the overall functional network that contains only two units
and a single functional connection. In both cases we choose a subsystem at random among two possible cases
that differ bywhether the embedding of the remainder of the functional network localizes the subsystem in a
homogeneous space (Case 1), or a space that is structured by the remaining ship design (Case 2). See figure 2 for
an illustration.Wewill show below that Case 1 exhibits behavior that results from trade-offs between
considerations of cost and design freedom, andCase 2 exhibits behavior that results from trade-offs between
considerations of cost, design freedom, and performance.

4.1. Case 1, homogeneous embeddings: cost/design freedom trade-off
Weconsider the homogeneous embedding of a subsystemwith twounits, labeledA andB, within a
homogeneous region of space, here a single watertight compartment (illustrated schematically infigure 2(c)).
The location ofA andBwithin the compartment, and the routing of a functional connection between them,
leads, in ourmodel system, to a trade-off between cost expenditure, E, and design freedom,measured by the
routing entropy. The optimal design of this subsystem is determined by the relative importance of cost and
design freedom,whichwe parametrize through the cost toleranceT. Infigure 3(a)we illustrate example
schematic embeddings of the subsystemof interest into a region of space of size L×L.We study examples in
which the subsystem is highly localized (L= 10) and delocalized (L= 100) infigures 3(b)–(d). For both values of
Lwe study ensembles of design solutions at a series of values for cost tolerance.

For L=10, wefind that there is a slowly varying,monotonic increase in average cost with increasing cost
tolerance (figure 3(b), blue curve). However, for L=100, where the subsystem embedding is less constrained by
the remainder of the network, wefind a sharp increase in cost aroundT C ln 2crit = (figure 3(b), green curve).
This sharp increase in cost is reminiscent of a phase transition in physical systems, andwefind that the amount
of absolute cost uncertainty across feasible solutions (figure 3(c); akin to a susceptibility for cost) has a peak at
Tcrit. For L=100, when the subsystem is less constrained, the absolute cost uncertainty is low at both low and
high cost tolerance, indicating that in those regimes routings between unit pairs are almost always cheap, or
almost always expensive relative to possiblemaximumcost. For L=10, when the subsystem ismore tightly
constrained, the absolute cost uncertainty is large over a broad range of cost tolerances.

However, whenmeasured relative to average cost, wefind that cost uncertainty is large for both L=10 and
L=100 in the limit of low cost tolerance. Figure 3(d) shows that relative cost uncertainty diverges as cost
tolerance goes to zero. This resultmeans that even though, as expected, low cost tolerance leads to low cost
designs for the subsystemof interest, possible design outcomes showuncertainty of 100%ormore in terms of

Figure 3. (a)Example unit positions and routings for spatially homogeneous subsystem embeddings (Case 1, seefigure 2). Blue
markers indicate unit positions, red lines indicate possible routings. (b) equation of state relating cost tolerance (T) and average cost
( Eá ñ, in currency)normalized bymaximumpossible cost expended (Emax) for subsystems localized in an L×L region of a ship
(L = 10 blue curve; L = 100 green curve). Shaded areas indicate cost variability. Inset images illustrate typical design realizations
below (condensed) and above (separated) T 1 ln 2crit = ( ). (c)Cost variability (σE, a susceptibility)normalized bymaximumpossible
expenditure as a function of cost tolerance. The peak at Tcrit for afinite sized system (L = 100)would correspond to a phase transition
in the thermodynamic limit. (d)Cost variability normalized by average expenditure as a function of cost tolerance. Data indicate that
for both large and small systems relative cost variability is large for low average cost designs.
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average cost. Though this effectmight not be a large design concern if it occurred only in the subsystemof
interest, we note that our choice of subsystemwas arbitrary, so that every subsystem in the network should
exhibit this effect. A cascade of such occurrences throughout a large functional network in a complex product,
such as a ship, would lead to largemacroscopic fluctuations in cost of the overall design.

For L=100,figure 3(d) indicates that as the cost tolerance increases across the critical value, there is a sharp
drop in the cost uncertainty relative to average cost, that is driven by the sharp increase in average cost seen in
figure 3(b). This indicates that above the critical cost tolerance candidate designs are high cost, but show
relatively small cost uncertainty. Taken together, the features of the relative cost uncertainty curve indicate a
fundamental trade-off: tight cost constraints lead towild relative cost uncertainty, whereas low relative cost
uncertainty can only be achieved at large cost.

Tomake the origin of these behaviorsmore concrete, in figure 4wefix the position of one of the units to be
the origin, and examine how the design pressures from cost (figure 4(a)) and design freedom (figure 4(b))
influence the (x, y) location of the second unit. For the case of L=30, we plot one quadrant, the other quadrants
being related by symmetry. Arrows indicate the relativemagnitude and direction of stress that each different
formof design pressure induces on the location of the second unit. Comparing figure 4 panels a and b shows that
cost and design freedompressures act in different directions with cost driving the units closer together and
design freedomdriving them further apart. The balance between these forces is determined by the cost tolerance,
and leads to qualitatively different outcomes depending on this value, which can be seen in the Pareto frontiers
plotted infigures 4(c)–(f). For physics readers, we note that Pareto frontiers correspond to isosurfaces of the
Landau free energy (see, e.g., [19]) for unit locations.We plot Pareto frontiers describing the deviation from the
optimal overall objective at a series of cost tolerances. The reason for considering non-optimal solutions is that
any subsystem is only part of the overall design, andwe do not expect that, in general, overall optimal designs will
correspond to optimal outcomes for all subsystems.Non-optimal Pareto frontiers provide ameans of
communicating howdesign pressure from the rest of the functional network could be expected to influence the
behavior of a subsystem.

Whenwe compute the corresponding Pareto frontiers, wefind that at low cost tolerance (T=0.5;
figure 4(c)), units are condensed, since the behavior is dominated by costminimization, which is characterized
by Pareto frontiers with constant x+y in the limit ofT=0. Increasing cost tolerance alters the balance
between cost and design freedom. Even below the critical tolerance (T=1.0; figure 4(d)), this causes a change in
shape in the Pareto frontiers. At the critical cost tolerance (T T ;crit= figure 4(e))Pareto frontiersmore closely

Figure 4.Pressure fromoverall design objectives induces stress on subsystemdesign elements. For spatially homogeneous subsystem
embeddings (Case 1, seefigure 2)design stress can be decomposed into contributions from cost pressure (panel (a)) and design
freedompressure (panel (b)). Depending on the relative strength of the design pressures, the different phase behaviors infigure 3
originate fromunderlying subsystem effects, illustrated in panels (c)–(f). Panels (c)–(f) plot Pareto frontiers (Landau free energy
isosurfaces) that indicate equivalent, sub-optimal subsystemdesigns that could arise if the subsystemdesignwas forced to sacrifice
performance to the remainder of the system. At low cost tolerance (T=0.5 c;T=1.0 d) units are preferentially condensed. At high
cost tolerance (T=2.0 f)units are preferentially separated. At the critical cost tolerance (T T 1 ln 2crit= = ) there is no preferred
separation distance.
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resemble surfaces with constant x−y rather than x+y aswe found at low cost tolerance. Above the critical cost
tolerance (T=2.0;figure 4(f)), Pareto frontiers reverse their order with low free energy locations for the
location of the second unit forced to the boundary.

4.2. Case 2, inhomogeneous embeddings: cost/design freedom/performance trade-offs
Wenext consider the additional design pressure that arises from an inhomogeneous embedding space. For
concreteness, we represent this as a bulkheadwithin the ship hull. Bulkheads are features designed to prevent
water that enters the hull through a breach from filling all parts of hull and sinking the ship. Routings through a
bulkhead are expensive and also can reduce a distributed system’s effectiveness, and thus overall ship
performance. Hence, additional performance pressure arises in the case that elements of a subsystem are located
in different bulkhead compartments (schematic illustration infigure 2(c)).We parametrize it with bulkhead
penalty γ, acting as the second design pressure in the system. Again, from a large functional networkwe
randomly choose a subsystem comprised by a pair of units with a single functional connection. However, we
assume that the connections between the subsystemof interest and the remainder of the functional network
drive the location of one unit to be on one side of the bulkhead and the other unit to be on the opposite side. Both
units are vertically constrained to be below the top of the bulkhead.We allow two types of routings between the
units to study their trade-off: one routes along the shortest path through the bulkhead and suffers the penalty γ;
the other routes along the shortest path around the bulkhead, with no penalty. For concreteness we give results
for systems of fixed size (20×20with a vertical bulkhead in themiddle)which are representative of the general
behaviors we observe. See supplementarymaterial for results for other system sizes.

ComparedwithCase 1, breaking spatial homogeneitymakes the relationship between route paths and unit
locationsmore complicated. This complication arises because routings now couple to both unit positions and
geometric features. Because of this, we study unit positioning and routing separately. As inCase 1, we compute
Pareto frontiers via Landau free energies, but in this case we do so by integrating out the degrees of freedomof
units and routings separately. Figure 5 shows Pareto frontiers for unit routing positions as a function of cost
tolerance for bulkheadswith representative high (γ=8, panels a–h) and low (γ=2, panels i–p) bulkhead
penalty. The difference ofΔγ=6 between the two values implies that the relative statistical weight of routing
through the bulkhead changes roughly by a factor of e6∼400, and the effects on node positioning are
immediately visually apparent. Also apparent is the effect ofΔγ on design performance, characterized by the
Bá ñ, i.e. the fraction of all designs that route through the bulkhead. See supplementarymaterial for computation
details.

At high bulkhead penalty (γ=8), and low cost tolerance (T=0.5)Pareto frontiers for unit locations
(figure 5(a)) and routing (figure 5(e)) both indicate strong coupling to the top of the bulkhead. Results for
increased cost tolerance (T=1.0) that is still belowTcrit indicate that unit locations are less strongly coupled to
the bulkhead (figure 5(b)). Comparisonwith results for routing (figure 5(f)) indicate that this coincideswith a
drop in the fraction of designs that route through the bulkhead by nearly an order ofmagnitude ( B 0.025á ñ = at
T=1.0, see B 0.225á ñ = atT=0.5), and though routes remain strongly localized at the top of the barrier,
Pareto frontiers at equivalent objective cost (free energy) are further from the bulkhead. These trends continue
throughTcrit (figures 5(c), (g)). However, aboveTcrit (T=2.0)figure 5(d)we observe that although the units
delocalize from the bulkhead (figure 5(d)), the routings remain strongly coupled to the top of the bulkhead, and
the probability that a design routes through the bulkhead drops to B 0.001á ñ = . Comparing unit locations
(figures 5(a)–(c)) and routing locations (figures 5(e)–(g)) indicates that at or belowTcrit unit locations are
correlatedwith routing locations.However, aboveTcrit (figures 5(d), (h)) themost probable unit locations do not
correspond tomost probable routing locations.

We contrast the above results at high bulkhead penalty (γ=8,figures 5(a)–(h))with lowbulkhead penalty
(γ=2, figures 5(i)–(p)). At low cost tolerance (T=0.5)we see that relaxing the bulkhead penalty still causes the
unit positions to localize near the bulkhead (figure 5(e)) but the units no longer localize near the top of the
bulkhead as they did at high bulkhead penalty (figure 5(a)). Likewise, routings no longer localize near the top of
the bulkhead (figure 5(m)), but follow the unit locations and pierce the bulkheadwith high probability
( B 0.992á ñ = ). At increased cost tolerance (T T1.0, crit= ) the localization at the top of the bulkhead appears
again (figures 5(j)–(k), (n)–(o)). At high cost toleranceT=2.0 the units again delocalize from the bulkhead
(figures 5(l), (p)) and the cases γ=2 and γ=8 start looking very similar.

To further understand the competing design pressures of cost, design freedom, and performance, we
compute design stress in unit positioning (seefigure 6). At a given unit position (corresponding to ‘strain’ in the
language ofmaterials science) design stress indicates themagnitude and direction inwhich changing the
placement of the unit would lead to the greatest decrease in the overall objective cost for the subsystem.Wefind
that at low cost tolerance (T= 0.5, figures 6(a), (e)), design stress is directed primarily toward the bulkhead, with
discernible stress toward the top of the compartment for high cost penalty. An increase in cost tolerance
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(T= 1.0,figures 6(b), (f)) leads to similar design stress at low bulkhead penalty (figure 6(f)) but amore intricate
pattern of stress at high bulkhead penalty (figure 6(b)) that includes regionswith stress toward and away from
the both the bulkhead and the top of the compartment. Similarly, complex patterns of stress occur at both low
and high bulkhead penalty atTcrit (figures 6(c), (g)). At high cost tolerance (T=2.0, figures 6(d), (h)), the pattern
of design stress is predominantly away from the bulkhead.

The behaviors wefind that arise from the competition between cost, design freedom, and performance
design pressures can be classified qualitatively according to the phase diagram infigure 7. Infigure 7we show,
schematically, the effects of bulkhead penalty γ and cost toleranceT on bulkhead penetration (a) and relative
unit distance (b). The combination of these effects also results in a complicated emergent relationship between
the vertical positions of the units (c). To provide amore concrete and quantitative example, panels (d) and (e)
show respectively the bulkhead penetration fraction and the correlation in vertical node positions for the same
systemof size L=20.

Figure 5.Pareto frontiers (Landau free energy isosurfaces) for unit and routing locations for spatially inhomogeneous subsystem
embeddings (Case 2, seefigure 2) for different cost tolerancesT (T=0.5first column,T=1.0 second column, T Tcrit= third
column,T=2.0 fourth column) and performance penalties for bulkhead penetration (γ=8 top two rows, γ=2 bottom two rows).
Each panel shows the 20×20 cell domain inwhich the units can be placed, split in themiddle by a bulkhead of height 17. The (x, y)
coordinates correspond to the possible positions of functional units and routings. Blue curves indicate unit positions, normalized so
thatmost favorable unit locations have value 0, with increasing values indicating the loss in subsystemobjective in units of the cost
tolerance. Red curves indicate routing locations, normalized so that locations throughwhich connections routewith absolute
certainty have value 0, and increasing values indicate the reduction in subsystemobjective of routing through a given location in units
of cost tolerance. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the upper boundary of the domainwhere the unitsmay be placed. Thick black
vertical lines indicate the position of the bulkhead, their transparency is color-coded by Bá ñ. Solid bulkhead indicates that it serves as a
significant obstacle and routings would run around it (low Bá ñ). Transparent bulkhead indicates that it is relatively easy and likely to
route through (high Bá ñ).
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5. Conclusion

Wedeveloped a general, statistical physics framework for analyzing complex design problems.We
demonstrated the application of this framework to characterizing tradeoffs between competing design presures.
For concreteness, we studied trade-offs between competing design pressures of cost, design freedom, and
performance in arrangement problems fromnaval architecture design.We analyzed shipmodels by applying
physics principles at the systems-level and found a rich pattern of behavior.We gave an explicit formulation of
Pareto frontiers in terms of isosurfaces of Landau free energy, and computed ‘design stress’ induced by sub-
optimal subsystem embedding. Our framework recasts commondesign challenges in terms of thewell-
understood concepts of pressure, stress and strain.Wefind that these concepts, which are typically used to
characterize the behavior ofmaterials, also provide ameans of characterizing system-level behavior.

Our approach opens new avenues for addressing design challenges that arise in complex systems.Our
framing of systemdesign in terms of statisticalmechanics has some technical overlapwith optimization
approaches based on simulated annealing [18]. Simulated annealing invokes thermodynamics by using a
fictitiousHamiltonian cooled in silico to zero temperature tofind the globalminimumof an objective function.
Our approachwithminimally biased probability distributions, though derived from information theory, is
mathematically equivalent to afictitiousHamiltonian held at a constant finite temperature.Maintaining finite
temperature highlights the role of design pressures that arise fromdesign freedom and become relevant in
combinatorially large optimization spaces, and in early stage design [6].We believe this approach can give
important information about the systems of interest that could enable humandesigner choices. The separation
of subsystemdesigns into different architecture classes can enable designers to communicate about qualitative
style choices. Knowledge aboutwhere the paths between the units are likely to route, even if the unit locations are
not specified, and vice versa, could facilitate the control of ship outfit density. Knowledge about tradeoffs
between cost constraints and cost variability could inform aspects of the design project around predictable and
consistent expenses. Understanding howdifferent design objectives create design stress on subsystems could
facilitate educated choices of sub-optimal designs for individual subsystems in the service of optimizing the
system as awhole. All of these forms of knowledge are crucial in the early design stages of a broad class of
complex design problems.

Finally, physics concepts and principles are typically used to understand the behavior of a part of a larger
system. E.g. for a ship it is common to: use the physics of electromagnetism to understand the function of a
radar; usematerials physics to understand the properties of a hull; use solid state physics to understand the
properties of electronics; use hydrodynamics to understand the interaction of a hull withwater; use
thermodynamics to understand the function of an engine.Here, without explicit reference to the underlying
physical nature of component subsystems, we show that the principles of statisticalmechanics give rise to direct
analogs of familiarmacroscopic physics concepts, such as pressure, stress, and strain, as well as provide new

Figure 6.Design stress for unit locations in spatially inhomogeneous subsystem embeddings (Case 2, seefigure 2) for different cost
tolerancesT (T=0.5first column,T=1.0 second column, T Tcrit= third column,T=2.0 fourth column) and performance
penalties for bulkhead penetration (γ=8 top row, γ=2 bottom row). Plots indicate that if a unit was sited at the origin of an arrow
in response towhole systemdesign pressure, design pressure acting on the subsystem alonewould drive the unit in the direction of the
arrow, with a strength proportional to the length of the arrow.
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insight into the architecture of the ship as awhole. Our focus on an established, [13]minimalmodel of ship
designwasmotivated both by pressing challenges in naval architecture, and by the goal of providing a concrete,
self-contained example of our approach.However, our ‘systems physics’ approach generalizes straightforwardly
in several respects: tomore detailedmodels of naval architecture, to subsystemswithmore units, andmore
complex functional connections, and,most importantly, to other classes of systems-level design problems.
Systems-level applications of physics have led to constructive engagements between physics and economics,
[31, 32]network science, [33, 34] and epidemiology [35, 36].We believe the present systems-level application of
physics will lead to a similar constructive engagement with design problems in awide variety of domains.
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